Swingles Casas
Making your dream home a reality

Luxury Villa In Torrequebrada

Asking Price: €2,000,000.00
For Sale Ref: 44
We are pleased to present to you this stunning luxury villa of
supreme quality and style. Immaculate sophisticated décor and
design with exceptional finishing touches. Located in the private
most sought after area of Torrequebrada this wonderful villa enjoys
stunning views of the coast and is surrounded by beautifully
maintained mature gardens. From the main wooden entrance door
you are met by the stunning courtyard and gardens. Here you
immediately notice the sheer style and character that has been
lovingly put in to this property.
The villa itself is set over three floors and has been beautifully
designed to incorporate both rustic styling and modern charm and
this definitely works here. From the wooden feature entrance door,
unique wrought iron work, top quality marble and highest quality
fixtures and fittings no expense has been spared here.
You enter the villa from the courtyard into a large reception hall with
feature marble staircase this leads the stunning central gallery. A
hallway leading from the gallery takes you into a large open room
that the existing owners use a gymnasium but there are many other
options here. Patio doors lead out to large sun terrace with
exceptional views of the sea and coastline.
From the hallway reception double wood doors lead through to the
vast lounge reception with dining area. Here the style and quality
are uppermost and the unique high ceiling gives a real open feel
here, large windows and patio doors are a stunning addition as they
reveal the lush mature gardens with unique designed swimming
pool and wonderful views of the coastline.

Viewing is by appointment with the exclusive selling agents

Phone: 0034 952 428 067,
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